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Frequency Domain Split-band Scrambler IC
The CMX264 is a frequency domain voice scrambler which is used in analogue cellular phone systems
and fixed and rolling code voice scrambler applications. It contains separate Tx and Rx paths for full
duplex operation and operates under µprocessor control via a simple serial interface.
In the Tx path, scrambling is achieved by splitting the audio band into two parts (sub-bands) and
frequency inverting each one. Descrambling is achieved by a receive device set to the same split-point
as the remote transmitter. The frequency at which the signal is split (split-point), can be fixed or rolling
between four settings, via a 4.433619MHz crystal, resulting in a transmitted audio signal that is
unintelligible to eavesdroppers.
Therefore, if the Tx and Rx devices are synchronised to the same split-point sequence, a clear recovered
signal will emerge at the output of the receiver.

Features


Full duplex operation



High recovered audio quality



Uses split-band inversion



Fixed or rolling code capabilities



Simple serial interface



Low power requirement with
standby mode

Applications


Mobile radio



Fixed code voice scramblers



Rolling code voice scramblers

Supply Requirement


3.0V

CMX624 Block Diagram
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CML Microcircuits Benefits
Faster time to market

Product Longevity

Developing proven high performance and field tested ASSP ICs, CML is helping
engineers to cope with increasing
pressure in delivering shorter project design cycles.

Designing with CML products, manufacturers are rewarded with longer
product life cycles and a stable BOM, ensuring minimum engineering costs
and maximum profit.

Design flexibility

Low Power

CML’s FirmASIC® reconfigurable technology with the use of a Function Image
upload enables a single hardware platform to be used for multiple
communications systems.

Being at the forefront of low power chip technology, manufacturers can
develop smaller equipment with extended battery life.

High Quality

Superior Support

With 100% of products being tested before shipping,
customers are assured of the highest reliability.

Internal and field based applications teams worldwide
provide focused customer support to ease the development process.
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